VII. STANDING COMMITTEES

A. Academic and Student Affairs Committee

**Academic and Administrative Appointments**

**RECOMMENDED ACTION:**

It is the recommendation of the administration and the Academic and Student Affairs Committee that the Board of Regents approve the appointments to the University faculty and administration as presented on the attached list.

Attachment: Personnel Recommendations
RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS

DEPARTMENT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES

NEW APPOINTMENTS

BATANGAN, BRENDA S  
(BA, 1998, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII) TO BE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF AEROSPACE STUDIES WITHOUT SALARY, EFFECTIVE 7/1/2008. (CURRENTLY LIEUTENANT BATANGAN IS ASSIGNED TO THE 11TH MISSION SUPPORT SQUADRON AT BOLLING AIR FORCE BASE AS CHIEF OF CUSTOMER SUPPORT.)

COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE

NEW APPOINTMENTS

NICHOLLS, JAMES KEITH  
(BA, 1982, UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA (CANADA); BArch, 1986, UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA (CANADA)) TO BE SENIOR LECTURER FULL-TIME OF ARCHITECTURE AT A SALARY RATE OF $53,460 OVER NINE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 9/1/2008. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, MR. NICHOLLS WAS A LECTURER, FULL-TIME IN THE SAME DEPARTMENT.)

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

ADMINISTRATIVE APPOINTMENTS

CAUCE, ANA MARI  
(BA, 1977, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI (FLORIDA); MS, 1979, YALE UNIVERSITY; PHD, 1984, YALE UNIVERSITY) TO BE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, EFFECTIVE 3/31/2008. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. CAUCE WAS EXECUTIVE VICE PROVOST. DR. CAUCE WILL CONTINUE AS PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY AND OF AMERICAN ETHNIC STUDIES AND ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF WOMEN STUDIES.)

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY

ENDOWED APPOINTMENTS

STROMBERG, CAROLINE A.E.  
(BA, 1994, UNIVERSITY OF LUND (SWEDEN); MSC, 1997, UNIVERSITY OF LUND (SWEDEN); PHD, 2003, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, (BERKELY)) TO BE HOLDER OF THE ESTELLA B. LEOPOLD ENDOWED PROFESSORSHIP AND CURATOR OF PALEOBOTANY OVER NINE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 12/16/2007. (PROFESSOR STROMBERG WILL CONTINUE AS ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY.)

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

ENDOWED APPOINTMENTS

MCKENZIE, ROBERT TRACY  
(BA, 1982, UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE; MA, 1984, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY; PHD, 1988, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY) TO BE HOLDER OF THE DONALD W. LOGAN FAMILY ENDOWED CHAIR IN AMERICAN HISTORY OVER NINE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 1/1/2008. (PROFESSOR MCKENZIE WILL CONTINUE AS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY.)
DEPARTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

ENDOWED APPOINTMENTS

JAFFEE, MARTIN
(BA, 1972, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY; MA, 1974, FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY; PHD, 1980, BROWN UNIVERSITY) TO BE HOLDER OF THE SAMUEL AND ALTHEA STROUM ENDOWED CHAIR IN JEWISH STUDIES OVER NINE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 1/1/2008. (PROFESSOR JAFFEE WILL CONTINUE AS PROFESSOR OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES AND ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF NEAR EAST LANGUAGES AND CIVILIZATION.)

KASABA, RESAT
(BS, 1976, MIDDLE EAST TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY (TURKEY; MA, 1979, STATE UNIV OF NEW YORK (BINGHAMTON); PHD, 1986, STATE UNIV OF NEW YORK (BINGHAMTON)) TO BE HOLDER OF THE HENRY M. JACKSON PROFESSORSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL STUDIES OVER NINE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 9/16/2007. (PROFESSOR KASABA WILL CONTINUE AS PROFESSOR OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES AND ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY AND OF POLITICAL SCIENCE AND OF NEAR EASTERN LANGUAGES AND CIVILIZATION.)

DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCES

NEW APPOINTMENTS

DONALDSON, AMY
(BA, 1993, WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY; MS, 1995, GALLAUDET UNIVERSITY; PHD, 2005, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON) TO BE RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCES AT A SALARY RATE OF $82,800 OVER TWELVE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 10/1/2007. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT DR. DONALDSON WAS A RESEARCH SCIENTIST AND SPEECH LANGUAGE PATHOLOGIST AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON AUTISM CENTER.)

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

DEPARTMENT OF BIOENGINEERING

NEW APPOINTMENTS

DAGGETT, VALERIE D.
(BA, 1983, REED COLLEGE; PHD, 1990, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA (SAN FRANCISCO)) TO BE PROFESSOR OF BIOENGINEERING AT A SALARY RATE OF $120,870 OVER NINE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 9/16/2007. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. DAGGETT WAS PROFESSOR OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY.)

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

NEW APPOINTMENTS

BENSON, CRAIG
(BSCE, 1985, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY; MSE, 1987, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS (AUSTIN); PHD, 1989, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS (AUSTIN)) TO BE CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, EFFECTIVE 7/1/2008. (DR. BENSON IS CURRENTLY PROFESSOR AND CHAIRMAN OF GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON.)

DAVIDSON, SEANA K.
(BA, 1990, UNIVERSITY OF OREGON; PHD, 1999, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA (SAN DIEGO)) TO BE RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING AT A SALARY RATE OF $87,720 OVER TWELVE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 10/16/2007. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT DR. DAVIDSON WAS A RESEARCH ASSOCIATE IN THE SAME DEPARTMENT.)
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

NEW APPOINTMENTS

CEZE, LUIS
(BS, 2000, UNIVERSITY OF SAN PAULO (BRAZIL); MEng, 2002, UNIVERSITY OF SAN PAULO (BRAZIL); PhD, 2007, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS) TO BE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING AT A SALARY RATE OF $86,004 OVER NINE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 10/16/2007. (PHD AWARDED OCTOBER 2007 FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS.)

INFORMATION SCHOOL

INFORMATION SCHOOL
NEW APPOINTMENTS

BRUCE, LORRAINE
(DIPLOMA, 1977, CHARLES STEWART UNIVERSITY (AUSTRALIA); GR DIP, 1987, CHARLES STEWART UNIVERSITY (AUSTRALIA)) TO BE SENIOR LECTURER OF INFORMATION AT A SALARY RATE OF $53,325 OVER NINE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 9/16/2007. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, MS. BRUCE WAS A LECTURER IN THE SAME DEPARTMENT.)

HILL, TRENT GREGORY
(BA, 1985, DUKE UNIVERSITY; PhD, 1993, DUKE UNIVERSITY; MLIS, 2002, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON) TO BE SENIOR LECTURER OF INFORMATION AT A SALARY RATE OF $52,020 OVER NINE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 9/16/2007. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT DR. HILL WAS LECTURER IN THE SAME DEPARTMENT.)

DANIEL J. EVANS SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

EVANS SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
ADMINISTRATIVE APPOINTMENTS

BOSTROM, ANN
(BA, 1983, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON; MBA, 1986, WESTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY; PhD, 1990, CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY) TO BE ASSOCIATE DEAN OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, EFFECTIVE 9/16/2007. (DR. BOSTON WILL CONTINUE AS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS.)

NEW APPOINTMENTS

BOCHNIARZ, ZBIGNIEW M
(MA, 1968, WARSAW SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS (POLAND); PhD, 1976, WARSAW SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS (POLAND)) TO BE VISITING PROFESSOR, PART-TIME, OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS AT A SALARY RATE OF $48,748 OVER NINE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 10/16/2007. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT DR. BOCHNIARZ WAS A SENIOR FELLOW/PROFESSOR AT THE HUBERT H. HUMPHREY INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA.)
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
ADMINISTRATIVE APPOINTMENTS

MOUADIAN, WENDY E

DEPARTMENT OF ENDOODONTICS
NEW APPOINTMENTS

FLAKE, NATASHA M

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DEPARTMENT OF ANESTHESIOLOGY
NEW APPOINTMENTS

GUSTIN, ALLEN NATHANIEL
(BS, 1992, COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON; MD, 1996, MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA) TO BE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WITHOUT TENURE OF ANESTHESIOLOGY PAID DIRECT BY VETERANS AFFAIRS PUGET SOUND HEALTH CARE SYSTEM EFFECTIVE 12/9/2007. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. GUSTIN WAS AN ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AT EMORY UNIVERSITY.)

SOULAKVELIDZE, IRAKLI
(MD, 1979, TBLISI STATE MEDICAL INSTITUTE, GEORGIA) TO BE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WITHOUT TENURE OF ANESTHESIOLOGY AT A SALARY RATE OF $69,768 OVER TWELVE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 1/2/2008. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. SOULAKVELIDZE WAS AN ANESTHESIOLOGIST AT SWEDISH HOSPITAL IN SEATTLE.)

DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE
ENDOWED APPOINTMENTS

KNOPP, ROBERT HENRY

NEW APPOINTMENTS

BRANCH, KELLEY ROBERT HARDIN
(BS, 1991, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA (LOS ANGELES); MD, 1998, THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY) TO BE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WITHOUT TENURE OF MEDICINE AT A SALARY RATE OF $104,004 OVER TWELVE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 1/2/2008. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. BRANCH WAS AN ACTING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR-TEMPORARY IN THE SAME DEPARTMENT.)
GROH-SPIES, VERONIKA
(MD, 1977, UNIVERSITY OF VIENNA (AUSTRIA)) TO BE RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE AT A SALARY RATE OF $87,360 OVER TWELVE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 11/1/2007. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. GROH-SPIES WAS A PROFESSOR OF DERMATOLOGY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF VIENNA.)

JOHNSON, JILL MARIE
(BA, 1994, MIAMI UNIVERSITY (OHIO); MD, 1998, CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY) TO BE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WITHOUT TENURE OF MEDICINE PAID DIRECT BY SOURCES OTHER THAN THE UNIVERSITY EFFECTIVE 1/2/2008. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. JOHNSON WAS A LECTURER / RESEARCH FELLOW AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN.)

MINAMI, ELINA
(BS, 1991, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA (LOS ANGELES); MD, 1995, GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY) TO BE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WITHOUT TENURE OF MEDICINE AT A SALARY RATE OF $122,004 OVER TWELVE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 1/2/2008. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. MINAMI WAS AN ACTING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR-TEMPORARY IN THE SAME DEPARTMENT.)

PAYNE, BARBARA LOHMAN
(BA, 1986, UNIVERSITY OF DENVER; MS, 1988, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA (DAVIS); PHD, 1994, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA (DAVIS)) TO BE RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE AT A SALARY RATE OF $79,608 OVER TWELVE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 12/1/2007. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. PAYNE WAS AN ACTING INSTRUCTOR IN THE SAME DEPARTMENT.)

DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY
NEW APPOINTMENTS

BRILL, WINSTON JONAS
(BA, 1961, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY; PHD, 1965, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS) TO BE VISITING PROFESSOR OF MICROBIOLOGY AT A SALARY RATE OF $80,004 OVER TWELVE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 12/16/2007. (DR. BRILL IS AN ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF BACTERIOLOGY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN.)

LEDBETTER, JEFFREY ALAN
(BA, 1972, CARLETON COLLEGE; PHD, 1978, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON) TO BE RESEARCH PROFESSOR OF MICROBIOLOGY AT A SALARY RATE OF $150,000 OVER TWELVE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 12/1/2007. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. LEDBETTER WAS AN AFFILIATE ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE SAME DEPARTMENT.)

DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY
NEW APPOINTMENTS

VAN GELDER, RUSSELL NEIL
(BS, 1985, STANFORD UNIVERSITY; MD, 1994, STANFORD UNIVERSITY; PHD, 1994, STANFORD UNIVERSITY) TO BE CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF OPHTHALMOLOGY, EFFECTIVE 1/1/2008. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. VAN GELDER WAS A PROFESSOR OF OPHTHALMOLOGY AND VISUAL SCIENCES AT WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, ST. LOUIS.)

DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
ENDOWED APPOINTMENTS
CHRISTAKIS, DIMITRI ALEXANDER

OCHS, HANS DEITER
(MD, 1969, UNIVERSITY OF FREIBURG (GERMANY)) TO BE HOLDER OF THE JEFFREY MODELL ENDOWED CHAIR IN PEDIATRIC IMMUNOLOGY RESEARCH, EFFECTIVE 5/1/2007. (DR. OCHS WILL CONTINUE AS PROFESSOR WITHOUT TENURE OF PEDIATRICS.)

NEW APPOINTMENTS
TORGERSON, TROY

WALLS, THERESA ANN
(BA, 1993, UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE; MD, 1997, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY; MPH, 2004, EASTERN VIRGINIA MEDICAL SCHOOL) TO BE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WITHOUT TENURE, PART-TIME, OF PEDIATRICS PAID DIRECT BY CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL AND REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER EFFECTIVE 1/2/2008. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. WALLS WAS THE CHIEF FELLOW AT CHILDREN'S NATIONAL MEDICAL CENTER IN WASHINGTON D.C.)

DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACOLOGY
NEW APPOINTMENTS
BRUNET, SYLVAIN
(BS, 1992, McGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA); PHD, 1998, McGILL UNIVERSITY (CANADA)) TO BE RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY AT A SALARY RATE OF $60,000 OVER TWELVE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 12/16/2007. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. BRUNET WAS AN ACTING INSTRUCTOR IN THE SAME DEPARTMENT.)

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
ENDEWDED APPOINTMENTS
MCCANN, BARBARA SUE

NEW APPOINTMENTS
DAVYDOW, DIMITRY
(BA, 2001, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI; MD, 2002, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI) TO BE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WITHOUT TENURE OF PSYCHIATRY AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES AT A SALARY RATE OF $118,008 OVER TWELVE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 1/15/2008. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. DAVYDOW WAS AN ASSISTANT IN THE DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES AT JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY.)
LIPSKY, SHERRY

DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY
NEW APPOINTMENTS

ISHAK, GISELE ELIAS
(MD, 2000, LEBANESE UNIVERSITY (BEIRUT)) TO BE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WITHOUT TENURE OF RADIOLOGY AT A SALARY RATE OF $269,004 OVER TWELVE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 1/1/2008. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. ISHAK WAS A FELLOW IN THE SAME DEPARTMENT.)

MACDONALD, LAWRENCE RHINE
(BS, 1988, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA; MS, 1992, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA (LOS ANGELES); PHD, 1996, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA (LOS ANGELES)) TO BE RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF RADIOLOGY AT A SALARY RATE OF $81,000 OVER TWELVE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 1/2/2008. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. MACDONALD WAS A SENIOR FELLOW IN THE SAME DEPARTMENT.)

PRUTHI, SUMIT
(MBBS, 1998, UNIVERSITY OF MUMBAI (INDIA)) TO BE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WITHOUT TENURE OF RADIOLOGY PAID DIRECT BY CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL AND REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER EFFECTIVE 11/27/2007. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. PRUTHI WAS A FELLOW IN THE SAME DEPARTMENT.)

DEPARTMENT OF REHABILITATION MEDICINE
NEW APPOINTMENTS

MCCOY, SARAH WESTCOTT
(BS, 1976, UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA; MS, 1979, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON; PHD, 1993, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON) TO BE ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR WITHOUT TENURE OF REHABILITATION MEDICINE AT A SALARY RATE OF $88,008 OVER TWELVE MONTHS, EFFECTIVE 12/17/2007. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. MCCOY WAS A CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE SAME DEPARTMENT.)

DEPARTMENT OF UROLOGY
NEW APPOINTMENTS

KOYLE, MARTIN ALLAN
(MD, 1976, UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA(CANADA)) TO BE PROFESSOR WITHOUT TENURE OF UROLOGY PAID DIRECT BY SOURCES OTHER THAN THE UNIVERSITY EFFECTIVE 1/1/2008. (PRIOR TO THIS APPOINTMENT, DR. KOYLE WAS A PROFESSOR OF SURGERY AND PEDIATRICS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO-DENVER.)
NEW APPOINTMENTS

SALMON, MARLA ELIZABETH

DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND CHILD NURSING

ENDOWED APPOINTMENTS

SPIEKER, SUSAN J
(BA, 1974, NEW COLLEGE OF FLORIDA; PHD, 1982, CORNELL UNIVERSITY) TO BE HOLDER OF THE NURSING TERM PROFESSORSHIP OVER TWELVE MONTHS, RETROACTIVE TO 1/1/2007. (DR. SPIEKER WILL CONTINUE AS PROFESSOR OF FAMILY AND CHILD NURSING AND ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK.)

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, TACOMA

EDUCATION PROGRAM

ADMINISTRATIVE APPOINTMENTS

KINDER, DIANE